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Daystar’s Now Offers the Final Leveling Kit Solution for Chevy HD Trucks
Phoenix, AZ – Chevy 2500 and 3500 HD truck owners looking to level their truck need to
beware: not all leveling kits are created equal. Depending on how the vehicle is
equipped, most off-the-shelf leveling kits will net little to no lift…until now. Daystar
products just released two new leveling kits tailored to address the differences in Chevy
HD trucks.
Leveling Chevy HD trucks has always been a challenge. The HD platform uses a proven
IFS torsion bar front suspension design, but the factory suspension utilizes one of seven
different torsion bar keys. Each of these keys is indexed differently, which results in a
wide range of factory ride heights.
Leveling the stance of any torsion-bar-equipped truck involves replacing the factory
torsion bar keys with new ones that have been re-indexed to allow more ride height
adjustment. Up until now leveling kit manufacturers have offered only one replacement
torsion bar key, which doesn’t take into account the multiple different factory keys (which
vary up to 18 degrees). Because of this one-size-fits-all mentality, HD owners were often
getting less than the advertised amount of lift and in some cases no lift at all. Only
Daystar has the final solution for the HD with two different torsion bar keys that provide lift
regardless of how the truck was equipped from the factory.
Daystar’s HD torsion keys are forged from high-quality steel just like the factory keys.
Designed to OE specifications, Daystar’s torsion keys provide up to 2” of lift to level the
front of an HD. Part number KG09107 fits vehicles equipped with purple, blue, and
yellow-colored factory torsion keys. Part number KG09114 fits vehicles with orange,
green, white, or brown factory keys. HD owners will need to verify which factory torsion
bar key their truck uses before ordering. Daystar’s kits also include extended shock
brackets so that the factory shock absorbers can be retained.
There may be other leveling kits available, but why settle for close enough? Only
Daystar’s leveling kits for the HD offer the precision that consumers demand.
For more information on this or the rest of Daystar’s innovative product line, visit
www.daystarweb.com or call 800-595-7659.
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